
Yr4 Computing S3 (Simulating Physical Systems) 
Algorithms / Inputs / Outputs / Variables /Sequences 

Model Kicking and scoring system - introduction (whole group discussion) 

We have so far learnt that to carry out any activity correctly whether in real 

life or using computers we need. 

 Inputs / Variables 

 Instructions or Rules 

 Sequences 

 Outputs  

In computing a sequence is a set of instructions called an Algorithm which has 

inputs and outputs. 

We have already used WeDo to create models and control them with  

computer sequences  to simulate real life things. 

Lets now use our skills to create a model to simulate a physical system. 

The Challenge: 

Create a system that simulates a footballer scoring 3 goals . 

Criteria: 

 A ball (marble, must be kicked automatically). 

 The ball must be kicked in the same direction each time. 

 The ball needs to be kicked through a goal. 

 If the ball goes through the goal the score needs to be recorded. 

 Display the score and  and a cheering crowd if a goal is scored. 

 After 3 goals the simulator should stop. 

 A ‘Well Done’ message should be displayed at the end. 

 The display should clear when ever someone new plays the simulator. 

 The display should tell you to get ready before the kicking starts. 

Group Discussion: 

 How could we construct this model? 

 What does our sequence need to do?  

 What sequencing blocks do we need to use? 



Yr4 Computing S3 (Simulating Physical Systems) 
Kicking and scoring simulator - (Building the model) 

Ok lets start by building the leg and foot. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pick these   Build this             Now add all the parts together 

Now we need to mount the leg and motorise it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pick These             Make the base               Pick These 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Make these                Now put all of the parts together 



Lastly mount the assembly onto the base and attach the leg. 

 Add the computer interface and connect the motor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now we need to get the foot moving. We do this by turning the motor on. 

Use these blocks to create a sequence to move the leg and foot. 

 

The motor power should be set to 10.   

Use a loop and loop round 40 times before turning the motor off. 

Lets add the ball 

 

 

 

 

If you now run your sequence the foot should kick the ball. 

Create a sequence which allows the foot to kick the ball continuously until you 

press the stop button.  You need to replace the ball once it has been kicked. 

We have used: 

A worm gear 

Pulley assembly 

Motor 

Computer interface 

Drive belt 



Yr4 Computing S3 (Simulating Physical Systems) 
Kicking and scoring simulator - (Add a Goal and Sensor) 

We need to construct a goal, guide and add a sensor. 

   

 

 

 

 

Select these parts  contstruct this   this will be the goal 

 

 

 

Select these parts                       Construct the sensor assembly 

 

 

             

Select these parts and construct the guide 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Attach the goal  sensor  and guide assembly to the 

Kicking machine. 

The kicking and scoring 

simulator model is now 

complete.  

We have a kicking boot, goal 

and sensor. 



Yr4 Computing S3 (Simulating Physical Systems) 
Kicking and scoring simulator - (Creating Sequences) 

We want to kick the ball through the goal and then sense it. 

Every time the ball goes through the goal we want to: 

 See the score and automatically total the number of goals.   

 Hear cheering and see the crowd if a goal is scored. 

 Stop the simulator once 3 goals are scored. 

Lets build the sequence up slowly. 

 

 
start          Display 2       Clear          Motor         Motor          Wait for       Add one         stop the motor 

 motor       (Grass field)      any text     power         direction       sensor        to the display 

 

Use the blocks and create this sequence. 

 

 

 

Position the ball ready for the boot to kick and start the sequence.  

What happens? 

 

                          This loop is set to loop around 3 times. 

 Add this loop to the sequence above so that 3 goals can  

 be scored before the motor stops. You will need to re-position 

 the ball each time.  

                                                  Also add a time delay of 20  in the loop. 

 

 

 

                    

          Run this sequence and explain what is happening. 



Kicking and scoring simulator - (Creating Sequences continued) 

We have now created a sequence which senses when  a goal is scored and 

automatically adds and displays the score before stopping after 3 goals. 

How could we improve the simulator? 

Remember: 

• A ‘Well Done’ message should be displayed at the end. 

• The display should clear when ever someone new plays the simulator. 

• The display should tell you to get ready before the kicking starts. 

 
 

 

We want to add these messages at the start           When a goal is scored 

                                                                                 display a crowd and cheer

      We want to display this at the end          Show the score            

   

 

                                                                
 

 

Create this sequence, can you explain what is happening? 

 

 

  Now try this sequence, it is based on the one you created earlier but now with 

sound and a background.   How is the sound and background being created?         

                           

                        Put the sequenes together. Does it meet all of the criteria? 

 

                           

 

 

What changes could you make?        Could you improve anything? 


